
WEDNESDAY Study Courses at 7 & 830 pm
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20 
pm    The Bhagavad Gita and the Secret Doctrine by H.P.Blavatsky
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pm     The Letters of W.Q.Judge, on following the Path & living the Life
E

Enquirers welcome to all events - near Paddington & Lancaster Gate tube

Correspondence Course, free by email or post from tcc@clara.co.uk  07753 619 953

United Lodge of Theosophists

62 Queens Gardens      

London W2 3AH      020 7723 0688

email   ult@ultlon.freeserve.co.uk

website  www.ultlon.freeserve.co.uk

Paddington Station (10 minute walk)
Bus 7, 15, 23, 27, 36, 46, 205, 332 & 436

Lancaster Gate (8 minute walk)
Bus 46, 94, 148, 274 & 390

Cycle & car parking nearby

1 Dec Through the Gates of Gold     (talk)

8 Dec Theosophy is No Religion

Sat 14 Dec  “What Happens After Death?”

         Seminar 3 - 615 pm, doors open at 230 

15 Dec Preparing to Meditate             (talk)

22 Dec Christmas Then and Christmas Now

29 Dec Men, Karmic Agents

          see over for descriptions of the meetings

The ULT is a free and voluntary association    No charge for activities     Meetings start promptly, doors open 30 minutes before
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6 Oct     The Music of the Spheres       (talk)

13 Oct Elementals, Karma & How they Act  

20 Oct Finding One’s Duty in Life      (talk)

27 Oct Theosophical Study and Work

3 Nov The Way of the Wise               (talk)

10 Nov True Morality

17 Nov   Universal Wisdom, a Panacea for Our Age

           (Founders’ Day Celebration, two short talks)

24 Nov Reincarnation in a Persian Doctrine

Events each SUNDAY at 7 pm, with a Saturday Seminar 

THEOSOPHYTHEOSOPHYTHEOSOPHYTHEOSOPHY
IS THE  ESOTERIC  PHILOSOPHY IS THE  ESOTERIC  PHILOSOPHY IS THE  ESOTERIC  PHILOSOPHY IS THE  ESOTERIC  PHILOSOPHY 

      We would that all who have a voice in education... should first know and then teach that 

the safest guides to human happiness and enlightenment are those writings which have 

descended to us from the remotest antiquity*... and that nobler spiritual aspirations and a 

higher average morality prevail in the countries where the people take their precepts as the 

rule of their lives.                                                                                    — Isis Unveiled by H.P.Blavatsky
     * such as The Bhagavad Gita, The Dhammapada and the pre-Buddhistic books of Dzyan and The Golden Precepts.

Talks, forums and seminars

recommencing 2nd October



Rely within yourself on your 

Higher Self always, and that 

gives strength, as the Self 

uses whom it will. 

Persevere, and little by little 

new ideals and thought-

forms will drive out of you 

the old ones. 

This is the eternal process. 

 
William Q Judge
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The universal 

consciousness of the 

real Ego transcends a 

millionfold the self-

consciousness of the 

personal or false Ego. 

The Transactions of the 

Blavatsky Lodge

3     “The Way of the Wise”         (talk)
A presentation of the teachings of Buddha in the Dhammapada, including the Seven 
Elements of Enlightenment.  Clear rules on how to follow the path to wisdom.

10    True Morality  by Robert Crosbie       (reading & discussion)
True Morality is based on an understanding and a realisation of man's true spiritual nature 
and not on conventions that vary with time and place.

17    “Universal Wisdom, a Panacea for Our Age”  Founders Day Celebration (2 talks)
Theosophy shows how humanity can adopt of new ways of living and working that are 
rational and ethical and the most able to solve the multi-faceted problems of the age.

24    Reincarnation in The Persian Students Doctrine  by W.Q.Judge (reading & discussion)    
On the misconception that human beings transmigrate into the bodies of animals,   
Theosophy teaches that once human we do not regress back into the lower kingdoms.

NOVEMBER 

OCTOBER 2013

6th  “The Music of the Spheres”         (talk)
Touching on Pythagoras’ famous teaching, the creative power of the Word (or vibration) 
leads to harmony and balance in Nature; it is the link between music and the sacred. 
13th  Elementals, Karma & How they Act     by W.Q.Judge  (reading & discussion)
The elementals record and then retransmit the impressions man makes on nature, good & 
bad; they are behind all psychic phenomena and act on the fourth plane of matter.

20th  “Finding One’s Duty in Life”       (talk)
Reflections on the idea of duty or Dharma; Theosophy teaches that duty persistently followed 
is the highest yoga and pursuing someone else’s duty is dangerous.

27th  Theosophical Study and Work      by W.Q.Judge   (reading & discussion)
The work and good influence of a Lodge on its community depend on a knowledge of 
theosophical doctrine, as well as on the motives, ideas and ideals of its members.

DECEMBER 1       "Through the Gates of Gold"       (talk) 
One of the most important factors in the development of man is a profound and complete 
recognition of the law of universal unity and coherence.

8    The Foundation of Religion          by Robert Crosbie   (reading & discussion)
True religion is bond uniting all men together not a set of dogmas or beliefs.  That bond exists 
throughout all space and time and its action arises out of an intelligent, Universal Life Force.

Sat 14  “What Happens After Death?”       afternoon Seminar 3 - 615 pm
For an explanation of the after-death states that is coherent, complete and of real help and use. 
Such a doctrine of life gives reason and courage and answers the practical Qs on dying.

15    “Preparing to Meditate”        (talk)
Meditation has to be preceded by the preliminary stages of control of the mind & senses 
(Pratyehara), necessary to prepare and free it to perceive progressively deeper truths.

22    Christmas Then and Christmas Now    by H.P.Blavatsky  (reading & discussion) 
Christian Christmas celebrations draw on older pagan traditions, but the luxury, excess and 
hypocrisy of modern festivities contrast sharply with the simplicity and charity of Jesus.

29    Men, Karmic Agents    by W.Q.Judge       (reading & discussion)
The Law of Karma not only makes men karmic agents but also every other being in the 
Cosmos, all being subject to the law of action and reaction.

 A Declaration A Declaration A Declaration A Declaration  of loyalty, co-operation and mutuality
The policy of this Lodge is independent devotion to the cause of Theosophy, without professing attachment to any Theosophical organization. 

It is loyal to the great Founders of the Theosophical Movement, but does not concern itself with dissensions or differences of individual opinion.

The work it has on hand and the end it keeps in view are too absorbing and too lofty to leave it the time or inclination to take part in side 
issues. That work and that end is the dissemination of the Fundamental Principles of the Philosophy of Theosophy, and the exemplification in 
practice of those principles, through a truer realization of the SELF, a profounder conviction of Universal Brotherhood.

It holds that the unassailable basis for union among Theosophists, wherever and however situated, is "similarity of aim, purpose and 
teaching", and therefore has neither Constitution, By-Laws nor Officers, the sole bond between its Associates being that basis. And it aims to 
disseminate this idea among Theosophists in the furtherance of Unity.

It regards as Theosophists all who are engaged in the true service of Humanity, without distinction of race, creed, sex, condition or organization, and

It welcomes to its association all those who are in accord with its declared purposes and who desire to fit themselves, by study and 
otherwise, to be the better able to help and teach others.

The true Theosophist belongs to no cult or sect, yet belongs to each and all.


